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Articulating Flat Panel Wall Mounts

New!

In
Stock

position with these amazing “set and
forget” articulating wall mounts!

Extends out from the wall up to 22" with
one touch tilt, swivel and pan adjustments
for the most customizable mount available.
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A-B. Economy Wall Mount Workstation
▪ Bring unparalleled ease of internet or database access virtually anywhere
with the Economy Wall Mount Workstation. Ideal for use in medical facilities,
warehouses, or other high traffic area where computer access for multiple
operators is needed, this innovative design brings flexibility and saves valuable
floor space.
▪ Includes a sturdy 1.13" powder-coated steel post that mounts securely at
any height with heavy duty bolts. Adjustable for use as a sitting or standing
workstation. Components can be mounted in any order, at any height, and
independently adjusted or rotated on the pole. Pole includes plastic clips to keep
cables and cords neatly under control.
▪ Quick-release monitor mount is VESA compatible and offers height, 180º tilt,
and 180º pan adjustments for optimal viewing, as well as portrait to landscape
orientation capabilities. Extends up to 19.5". Optional second monitor mount
available separately for dual monitor set ups. Each holds up to 25 lbs.
▪ Keyboard tray (25.63"W x 8.63"D) extends up to 17.5", tilts, and rotates for
ergonomic positioning. Includes adjustable clamps to keep your keyboard
secure, a mouse platform, and padded wrist rest. Folds for compact storage
when not in use.
▪ CPU holder (max capacity 7.5"W) is also independently positionable along the
center pole.
▪ TAA compliant.
Key Part No.
Item
Dimensions
Economy Wall Mount Workstation
Economy Wall Mount Workstation 51.25"H x 25.63"W x 31"D
A n 90377*
Optional Accessories
Second Monitor Mount
4.75"H x 19.5"W x 3"D
B n 90378*
*Ships UPS

n Q1 n Q2 n Q5 n C10 n C15 n C20

Ship Wt.
26 lbs
3 lbs
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